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Natural selection of academic papers

At the same time a new or an existing meta-database protocols like the OAI-PMH can
harvest these institutional digital libraries and develop data-mining and bibliometric
analysis tools in the spirit of CiteBase and CiteSeer. When the global database we called
GOA is launched and functional, authors can start inviting scholars to review and evaluate
their papers. This procedure can start taking place in parallel to submission to traditional
journals transforming the nature of copyright which will remain firmly in the hands of
authors.
This is a special time in the history of academic publishing. The NSAP model stands on
the shoulders of initiatives already evolving and it appears that we shall see in the near
future a gradual and radical transformation of the academic publishing landscape towards a
process of natural selection of scientific ideas.
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Abstract Academic papers, like genes, code for ideas or technological innovations that
structure and transform the scientific organism and consequently the society at large. Genes
are subject to the process of natural selection which ensures that only the fittest survive and
contribute to the phenotype of the organism. The process of selection of academic papers,
however, is far from natural. Commercial for-profit publishing houses have taken control
over the evaluation and access to scientific information with serious consequences for the
dissemination and advancement of knowledge. Academic authors and librarians are
reacting by developing an alternative publishing system based on free-access journals and
self-archiving in institutional repositories and global disciplinary libraries. Despite the
emergence of such trends, the journal monopoly, rather than the scientific community, is
still in control of selecting papers and setting academic standards. Here we propose a
dynamical and transparent peer review process, which we believe will accelerate the
transition to a fully open and free-for-all science that will allow the natural selection of the
fittest ideas.
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